
 

From:  “Johnson, Boris” <JOHNSON_B@parliament.uk>  

To:  “Coalition Euro Brits” 

[mailto:shadow.pm@hotmail.com]  

Sent: 22 January 2007 12:39PM 

 

Boris Johnson thanks you for your message 

Best wishes 

Frances Banks 

From: Coalition Euro Brits [mailto:shadow.pm@hotmail.com]  

Sent: 22 January 2007 11:03 

To: JOHNSON, Boris  

 

Subject: Spreading hate through unfairness  

 

Dear Hon Boris Johnson MP  

We invite you to take a cursory look at the picture above.  

We then present you with a test of sanity.  

 

The test is this: Can you identify the two women who are NOT equal here?  

Canadians are demonstrating in all walks of life that they are superior christians to people of Europe.  

In fact Canadians do not feel much connected with Europe for reasons III explain in my upcoming book.  

For now III simply say they function at a different level of mind to what you will find among stock of 

genuine Europeans. They have changed significantly from a genetic standpoint for reasons III explain 

later.  

For now I simply want to say this. Beware of the snake oil sold by Canadians. They are insane to preach 

equal rights among unequal beings.  

If you arrive at an emergency ward at a hospital in Canada, you will find the "women" shown here  



to all have the same chance of getting in to see the doctor ahead of the next in line. Same goes for 

employment, welfare, housing, exposure on a billboard, or a line up at the food bank. That is because 

Canadians give out passports to the people shown in this picture "equally". 

 

Now I don’t know about you. But I think someone is spreading hate here. That person is the person  

telling you that people of superior intelligence, beauty, capacity for compassion, passion, love, care  

and familal support should be treated as though they are no better than a masai from a Kenyan village.  

Or Bangladesh, etc.  

I am sick and tired of being hated this way. I do not wish any more lies. I do not wish to have more  

ugly untruths inflicted on me. I am rejecting such stupid ideas with all the force I can muster.  

I say to anyone hating the women of France or Germany or Ireland or Albania etc, those who  hate them 

by taking away their quality of life to make these people in this picture equal, I say to them,  go to hell, 

1m not coming with you.  

I do NOT exaggerate, most subway cars and many streets in Toronto have exactly the people shown  

standing in this picture, and Canadians keep telling us that is being a good Christian. I guess having a 

mind has nothing to do with it. Or lack thereof that is.  

You are better to spend a billion dollars on ONE Albanian woman than waste it on a million of those 

others in this picture who will never contribute anything in the west here, but abuse by their very 

presence.  

You will not destroy my world with these lies and obscenities. I will end this phony pandering of a  

witch doctor teliing me he is a priest who has found Jesus, yet he has no heart for Albanians. Only  

for those who are hateful towards them. This sort of hatred I do not need.  

Sanely,  

Michael Chessman  

http://www.britishcanada.org  

to unsubscribe, please reply with the email address in question. We aim to comply promptly. tal  

send you request to britisllmail@rogers.com with delete or unsubscribe in subject and an automatic 

request confirmation will be sent to you   

 

 


